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Meet The New Guy

W

elcome to CQ's new "Digital
Wireless" column. My name is
Steve Stroh, N8GNJ, and I'm
the "new guy." This column is a successor to Buck Rogers' "Packet User's
Notebook," but it's also different, with a
broader focus on everything digital in
amateur radio. Iwant to use this first column to introduce myself and to try to
explain what you can expect from the
column in the coming months.
First, I feel thrilled and privileged, and
more than a bit awed, to have been
offered this assignment. A quote from
Sir Isaac Newton applies to my writing
here: "If I haveseen further it is by standing on ye shoulders of Giants." One of
the first of my "Giants" was Bdale
Garbee, NSEUA, for his beloved "Bits
In The Basement" column which ran in
TAPR's "Packet Status Register" newsletter a number of years ago. Bdale truly
did see further, and by his writing about
leading-edge topics, inspired many,
many hams who wondered "... is this
allthere is? Bdale's answer was a profound no-there are many more interesting things out there.
Greg Jones, WD51VD, the immediate
past-President of TAPR (Tucson Amateur Packet: Gadlo), personally encouraged me to write more about leadingedge wireless technology (about which
I was writing professionally already) in
amateur radio venues such as "Packet
Status Register" and CQ. Don Rotolo,
N21RZ's, column in CQ VHF was consistently great and interesting, and I
always learned something new from
Don's column. Dewayne Hendricks,
WA8DZP, shook up my life late one
Saturday night in 1996, when I helped
host the 1996 Digital Communications
Conference in Seattle, and I've never
been quite the same since. D.ewayne's
insights on where wireless technology
was headed inspired me to begin my
writing career (this was interesting
stuff), and now that has come full circle.
Last, for now, two hams in the Cleveland, Ohio area-the late Maynard
Weston, W8MW, and Tom Kryza,
KB8CI, with whom I've regretfully lost
touch-helped get me started in packP.0. Box 2406, Wood~nville,WA 98072
e-mail: cn8gnj8cq-amateur-radio.com>
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9600 baud modem driver integrates
with Windows TCPilP stack and
9600 baud modem

Fig. 1- Block diagram of a no-TNC, 9600 baud packet station, as described in
the text.
et radio. Thanks very much, Maynard to the Internet, and are used primarily
and Tom!
for TCPIIP. The main purpose of this
I've been licensed since the mid- network is training, experimentation,
1980s. My primary interest in amateur and fun! You'll hear a lot more about
radio all along (including the years of what we're doing in the Pacific Northinterest prior to obtaining my license) west in the future.
has been focused on digital communiSince the mid-1990s I've been incations, and much of how I view the volved with TAPR, which I consider one
hobby is filtered through that lens. For of amateur radio's true gems. I think it
example, my (latent, at the moment) is vastly under-appreciated for allthat it
interest in HF and satellites is digital does. Currently I am Coordinator of
communications.
TAPR's Networking Special Interest
Since late 1987 1 have lived in the Group (NetSIG) and Coordinator of the
Seattle, Washington area. When I 2000 ARRL and TAPR Digital Commoved here from Ohio, I fell in with a munications Conference to be held in
crowd of techies then called NAPRA. Orlando, Florida on September 22-24,
Northwest Amateur Packet Radio As- 2000. For a time I was Secretary of
sociation, which had a digipeater net- TAPR, and this allowed me to get to
work (on nice high mountaintops) of a know the organization from the inside,
sort that was in the very early stages of and to acquaint myself with many of the
getting organized in Ohio. I've contin- current members of the Board of Direcued my involvement with this same tors. I frequently will write about TAPR
group for more than ten years now, and and its projects in this column.
I'm lucky to have them as a resource in
Earlier this year, my close association
writing this column.
with TAPR led directly to a major "upThe Puget Sound Amateur Radio grade" in my career. 1 am now afull-time
TCPJIP Group and Network (a name I independent technical writer, columhave created, as the informal name nist, speaker, and consultant, focusing
doesn't "convey" its purpose very well) on wireless internet access. I currently
is one of the more impressive amateur write three other columns, all on that
packet radio networks in the country. topic-wireless internet access-and
Currently we have six 9600 baud bit- contribute feature articles in addition to
regenerative repeaters in the Seattle the columns. I'm also working on a book
area on various bands (including one on wireless internet access which is
portable repeater at my home on 222 almost complete and will be published
MHz, which was elegantly built into an later this year. Prior to my career
ammo can by Dennis Rosenauer, change, I was a self-taught System AdAC7FTNE7BPE) with as many as three ministrator for a major company. I feel
more under construction. All of them blessed and honored to have been able
have Linux-based routers and access to develop enough writing work in my
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